
Roman Catholic Diocese of Buffalo 

Diocesan Renewal Task Force Report on Reinvigoration of Parish Life 

 Overview 

Bishop Scharfenberger formed the Diocesan Renewal Task Force (DRTF) as a collaboration of clergy and 

laity to study, gather input and formulate recommendations for the Diocese of Buffalo to renew and 

reinvigorate its ability to serve the mission of the Catholic Church in our region. 

Initially, the Parish Model Task Force, assisted by consultants from the Leadership Roundtable, 

researched how other dioceses have walked the same journey and recommended that renewal could be 

facilitated by bringing parishes together into closer collaboration for the larger good under a model 

known as “Families of Parishes”.  This Model is forming the foundation for similar journeys across the 

nation, and in particular the Diocese of London, Ontario and Detroit, Michigan were examined in depth 

to more fully understand the Model and its implementation. 

The Bishop supported the recommendation of the Families of Parishes model which is consistent with 
the Congregation for the Clergy instruction dated July 20, 2020: "THE PASTORAL CONVERSION OF THE 
PARISH COMMUNITY IN THE SERVICE OF THE EVANGELIZING MISSION OF THE CHURCH".  
 
To forward the Renewal the Bishop formed the DRTF to consider application of the model to the Diocese 
of Buffalo and to formulate draft groupings of Diocesan parishes into families, offering the following 
guidance to consider as they carried out the work: 
 

 Every Family will be known as a center of prayer, spiritual nourishment, and a place to 
encounter Jesus in the sacraments. 

 Every Family will be known for charity and healing, with special care for the poor, the vulnerable 
and the wounded 

 Every Family and Catholic school will live within its financial means 

 Every Family will have competent leadership 

 The Diocese will have capacity to serve parishes in this journey 

 The Diocese will live within its financial means 
 
This renewal is necessary for the Diocese to regain focus on mission and overcome the negative trend of 
participation in sacraments, financial support and vocations. These trends are driven in part, by the 
shameful history of abuse and its cover-up, the on-going bankruptcy, and the recent impact of the 
Covid-19 pandemic.   
 
Recognizing that the Church is its people, the DRTF organized ways to collect input from the faithful 
using various methods while being respectful of the restrictions of the pandemic.  Input was solicited 
through 26 Zoom listening sessions with over 800 participants, an online survey with 1,300 participants, 
plus emails and letters. Participants were asked to identify challenges, strengths, needs of the 
vulnerable and the wounded and how collaboration can help to address them. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Most notably participants identified: 

 Concerns over diminishing attendance at Mass, particularly by young families and our youth and 
young adults. Another significant concern was dismay over the impact of the abuse crisis and 
leadership failures of our Diocese in recent years.   

 Strengths include pride in their parishes, having welcoming communities and active ministries 
with good pastoral leadership.  Others were passionate about their Catholic school communities 
and their desire to continue to support them.  

 Areas where collaboration among parishes is already happening includes coordinating Mass 
times, and shared Faith Formation classes with nearby parishes, collaboration with outreach 
ministries and food pantries, and some shared pastoral ministries. 

The Diocese presently has 161 Parishes and many offer masses at more than one place, resulting in 
nearly 200 worship sites.  This is indicative of the strong identity of Catholics in our region to buildings 
rather than mission to define Church.  The days when every parish can expect a dedicated pastor, or 
that parochial vicars might support large parishes are quickly fading.  Many parishes are organized in 
different ways. In some a single parish/pastor will have multiple sites, and in others a single pastor has 
two or more parishes. This burdens the scarce resources of our priests with undue administrative 
responsibility.   
 
A study of parish finances (only pre-COVID-19 reports from 2019 and prior were available) indicated that 
most parishes have seen a steady decline in revenues and have had to tailor their spending to result in 
small gains or losses year to year.  The presence of schools has the effect of further challenging parish 
financial performance.  Losses have been supported by savings accumulated from many years’ past. 
This, however, is not a sustainable strategy.  Fixed costs of operating parishes experiencing low numbers 
of faithful challenges the current model. Presently 33 of our 144 active priests are over the optional 
retirement age of 70, with more annual retirements than newly ordained priests. A new model for 
parish life must provide a means to better manage costs and to grow participation. The largest 
consideration, however, may be maximizing the Pastoral personnel available. 
 
The DRTF conducted individual interviews with the Vicars Forane to gain insight into the parishes and 
into the varied communities that make up the Diocese.  Through these interviews, current areas of 
collaboration such as shared staff, cross parish faith formation, spiritual and youth programs were 
identified.  Also, historical context was established as a backdrop to the current structures. 
 
The deep knowledge of DRTF members who have been lifelong residents of the Diocese along with 
dynamic mapping software were used to study and understand the ethnic, socioeconomic and 
geographic make-up of the urban, suburban, rural and the small cities where our parishes reside within 
the Diocese of Buffalo. 
 
These collective inputs were applied in considering the following points to formulate draft Families of 
Parishes: 

 The ability to strengthen internal and outward facing mission, 

 The opportunity to build on existing affinities and collaborations, 

 Geographic proximity, and/or connectivity in rural areas, 

 Ethnic, socioeconomic, and cultural considerations of the community 
 



The new model should bring about consistency, streamline operations, anticipate future changes in 
pastoral resources, engage laity, and provide local flexibility for pastoral and ecclesiastical needs. In 
addition to the draft recommended Family of Parishes groupings, included are expectations for newly 
formed Families, a recommended spiritual foundation, and next steps that are core to the Diocese of 
Buffalo’s renewal and to the revitalization of who we are as Church.   
 
The Diocesan Central Administrative Offices (CAO) are leading by example in continuing to adapt their 
operations and address their financial challenges, so they can better support the work and ministry of 
the parishes.  The CAO will need to work in collaboration with the Families to appropriately provide the 
support needed for successful implementation of the Family of Parishes Model. 
 
 

Recommendation 
 
The Task Force’s extensive examination of the Diocese of Buffalo made clear that the status quo is 
simply not an option.  Current events such as leadership failures in the abuse crisis, bankruptcy, and the 
pandemic, while grave, are not the greatest threat to our Church.  The greatest threat is lack of a 
compelling and vibrant vision and on-going plan in the face of the warning signs that may completely 
erode the Diocese’s ability to carry forward the message of the Gospel of Jesus Christ throughout the 
eight counties of Western New York.   
 
Due to the decreasing number of priests, negative financial trends, and the aging congregations left in 
our churches, our Diocese is on a slow path to irrelevance.  It is critical that action be taken now to 
engage Diocesan and parish leadership and the laity to embrace, energize, and carry forward this 
mission of Renewal to ensure the significant works of our Diocese continue for generations to come.   
 
The Task Force has worked tremendously hard these past several months to accumulate and study the 
data, to listen to our priests, deacons, lay leaders and parishioners and to study the learnings from other 
Dioceses which are adopting and implementing the “Family of Parishes” model to ensure that they 
continue to thrive. We urge you now to adopt these recommendations so that together as a Diocesan 
family, parishes and CAO, we may embrace a hopeful future and begin work to enliven our Catholic faith 
through a renewed mission of evangelization, outreach, and charity.  
 

 

 

Dated: November 2020 


